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Using factorizations of the polynomial ( 1 - x” I/( 1 -xi xx? determine a:1 monoids Ihdt 
are unions of groups, have a nontrivial group of units. and are syllt>c!ic monoids of 
languages generated by finite prefix codes. 
1. 1Iwmduction 
For any subset L of a monoid M, we recall that the !,yntactic congruence of L is 
defined by U(L) = {(x, y)~ Mx M: um E I. iff u)w E I.). L is czlled recognizable 
(LEROY (Ad)) if the syntactic monoid M(L) = M/a(L) is finite. Kleene’s theorern 
[S] states that for a free monoid A* on an alphabet A, the class Rcc (A”) 
coincides with the class Rat (A*) of rational subszts of A. Rat (A*; is the smalleht 
class containing all finite subsets of A* and closed under finite unions, pwducts. 
com!plementation and the star operation (i.e. submonoid generated by). When 
allowing only unions, products and complementation. I’rom finite sl_%sets of A* 
one gets exactly the class of subsets L of A.* such that A */cr( L) is aperiodic (ix. 
has trivial subgroups) (Schiitzenberger [24]). These results are particular cases of 
Eilenberg’s variety theorem [4. VII, Theorem 3.21 which asserts the existence of a 
one-one correspondence between varieties of sul3sets of A* and pseudo-varieties 
of finite monoids. The correspondence ha?; bzefl carried out successfully--in the 
sense that satisfactory descriFl%ns oi the varieties of sets have been found - 
especially in the case of aperiodic varieties [% VW]. P!e periodic cases seem 10 
depend on the general knowledge of subsets 1. of A* of the form L = C* whi:rt: C 
is a prefix code: And their syntactic monolds MC*I (see e.g. [-I. X. Thexem 4 I] 
and [25]). A subset C of a free morloirl A* ib called a prefis code if C n C.4 ’ = U 
and C# { 1). This is equivaient to: ,C is the basis of a submonc.id M = C’” o ’ .-l” 
satisfying M-‘M E M (where AK ’ AI =: ( M- E A* : MW n M# I/)) L Thea I~portanx of 
prefix codes C comes from tt,e t;ll:t that the monoi& C”’ they generat: :lrc 
stabilizers of a point in represe!ltatii)ns on A * bjl transformation3 on ;1 wt. Hcbrtccb 
submonoids C* of ,l* appear as t!:e proper generalizations of cubgri>uph of fl.c’c’ 
groups, Also, in proba;bility thec,rl. a sub!,zt C”: of :\* is the \:~pport 01 ;I 
recurrent event. 
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‘]‘hrou@out we shall :lssume that all the prefix codes considered ;are finite. This 
a .a fundamental rest+tion and nothiIlg would remain if we dropped this 
=5\ mptioq. 
‘Tw object of this p a p er is the stucly of finite prefix codes C such that tire 
syntactic monoids Ad(c) are unions o:F groups with a nontrivial group of unimrs. 
me: restrictions imposed on M(cy”) imply that c belongs to the variety of 
SUI.M& L of A * whose syntactic monoids have multiplicatively closed regular 
a-classes, studied in [Z,‘,]. The origin of the rez triction on the group of units of 
M(c) is in [lo, Section 11; it accounts for the decisive role that cydotomic 
po~ynomial:~ (x” - 1)/(x - I) play in our study. 
In !Qction 2 we introduce small monoids ant-i we show the relationship between 
the rplns&ruction of certain small monoids anJ the classical problem of finding 
factc-izations of the cyclic groups 2, of integers mod n (see [SD. Section 3 IS 
tlcvcrttd to the study of finite prefix codes C such that M(t?j is a smaJ1 monoid. 
Our maip result (Section 4) stated briefly here, is that the syntactic monoic’s 
M(C*) ander consideration are entirely defined by invariants which are succes- 
sions of chains of divisors of an integer n (n being the number of states of the 
muMal automaton recognizing c). In Section 5 we study the decompositions of 
t% c&es C and point out tile indecompoGable ones. The terminology follows [2] 
Finite prefix codes C with M(c*) a union of groups and with a trivial group of 
unit9 give rise to entirely different phenomena, and seem to be much harder to 
apprehend. We refer the reader to the works of Perrin [12, 131 for an approach to 
this qlrestion. In the present paper the hypotheses C finite and the non triviality of 
the gwup of units combine to yield the important fact that this group, viewed as a 
permutsticm group, is generated by an n-cycle. 
Defbdth 2.1, A small monoid is a finite monoid which is an ideal extension of a 
conp!:tely [#simple semigroup by a group. 
From a purely algebraic point of view, the structure of small monoids-even 
witttout the finiteness restriction-is easy to describe (see e.g. [ 16J). 
The effective construction of smali monoids is linlked to difficult combinatorial 
problems. For example, in case the maximal subgroup of the completely O-simple 
ideal I of 9 small monoid Al is &I-I\ i:hJ one can show [‘h’7], that the group of units of 
M divides {i.e. is a quotient of a.; bubgroup of) the automorphism group of the 
incidence :;y$tem defined by the sandwich matrix of 1. For further references 
concerning automorphisms of ikdence systems see 173. In the present paper all 
the small monoids occurring are in fact extensions of completel;l simple semi- 
g~ups by groups: we shail tail t’lzrn also srnali unions of groups. 
Another. cclnnecaion between small monoids and combinatorics arises as fol- 
lows. If we wish to find the fin*oe prefix codes C :;uc _ that MC(?) IS a small 
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monoid, the nature of the group of units H is restricted by the fact th;\t it must be 
a cyclic group [ 14, 231. Thus, if the group of units of M(C*) is nontrivial. the 
transformation monoid of the minimal automation recognizing C* will have an 
n-cycle, say x r= (0, 1, . . . , rl - 1) as one if its generators and iinother generator y 
whose 9-clzss is the minimal ideal of M(e). This leads naturally to the following 
problem. 
Problem 2.2 (the y question). Given a set S - 0. 1. . . . , ul - 1 and the n-cvcle 
x=(O,l....,n- 1) find all the transformations y of S such that the monoid 
generated by a pair x. y is a small monoid. 
In order to formulate the y question differently, WC introduce the following. 
D&&ion 2.3. A partition T of the set S = (0. I,. . . , n - l} is called perfect if IT 
has a cross-section T such that T+ : (mod n ) remains a cross-section of T for 
every i = 1. 2, . . . . A cro.;s-section ‘? with the preceding property is called a 
perfect Pansversal for 77. 
Lemma 2.4.. A transfclmlation y of th J set S is a solution to the y question if and 
only if the kernel of y (i.e. the equivaleirce on S defined by y) is a perfect partition of 
S, ahnittinp 
Proof. (a) If the monoid M generated by x = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) and another trarrs- 
formarion y of S is a small monoid, tt en for every integer i, yx’ ic in a subgroup 
of A4 Denoting the kernel and the image, of a transformation t by Ker t and lm t 
respectively, we have Ker yx’ = Ker y (since y&y) and Im yx’ = Im y f i(mod n). 
The fact that px’ is in a subgroup imp lies Im y + i is a cross-section of Ker y (see 
12. Theorem 2. lo]). 
(b) Convc:rsely, if Ker y admits Im y as a perfect transver$,al. then for evtry 
v E M (M is the monoid generated by x and y !, Im yu is a crojs-section of Ker > 
by induction on the minimal numbx of ;I;encrators in the expression of 17. 
Consequenlrly .for every II, v E M, Im :I: dnd Im uyv have the same cardinality. It 
follows that the B-class of y is the miG;lal ideal S of M (see [ IS. Chapter 4. I.-C]) 
and M = 9J H with H the cyclic group generated by X. 
We recaJ1 that given an Abelian group CC;. + J. a fortorintiorl ot’ G i\ ;I p:ur k’. T 
of subsets of G such that G = K@ T. i.e. every g E ~15 ib uniquely espreshihle LI\ 
g=k+t with k K, tCT’. 
Proposition 2.5. Let ;TT be c1 pcrfmt p Irtitigrl of’ t1w set 5 = ((1, 1 . . . . . 11 - I ) b:-ith ‘I’ 
as a perfPct transversal, and let K be anv class of r. Thm thrn pnir K. T f~v-/~I~ (I 
factorization of 25, ( the integers mod n ). Cc.. ~~wr: e,IY @ilen cIIi\’ ~‘clcVm-i~clti~~ri IA,,- _ 
KG3 T with K n T = (0). there exists (1 pcrftict purt. ti(lri c1!’ S \\‘ith 7 IIS (I p~rtm 
transversa; and K QS one of its rlmrst-5 
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PRoa Letr T={f&,...: tk_J be a perfect trans., ::rsal of 7r and K = 
(Q& at , , , . , q_,,) be any a class. We denott: by S(T; and S(K) the set of 
differences of 'f and K respectively. Assume x E s(T)fI S(K), i.e. x = ti - 4 == 
q-Q¶” Shoe t,., ?I,. . . , &_I are in distinct ckses of TT, the same is +ae for 
elements obtair~ed by adding 4 - 4. If if’ jP or equivalently x f 0, then ti + 
(a, - f,) = it, and fi + (% - 4) = a, must be in distinct r:lasses of 7~. This contradicts 
a, G EK, and shows S(T) f\ S(K) = (0). Next we prove that all the classes of T 
have the same slumber of elements, 1. For every i, 0 G i c n there exists exactly 
one m, Oam<.k, such that I,,,++ to mod n= Furthermore for 13very m, 0 S m C k 
there is exactly orle i, 0~ i < n such that f, + i = to. Consequently in the list 
~&0t+L*~ tm +(n - l), there are k repetitions tif each element. Thus k divides 
n and the class Df to mod T has I = PZ/~ elements. The same argument holds for 
the classes of t,, . . . , tk+ Finally, since 6(K) f I b;(T) = {Oj-, the set {a, + ti : 
0 =S K I, 06 i < C} has fk = n distinct elements, completing the proof of Z, = KC3 
T. 
Conversely, it’ 2, =K@T with KnT=:{O}, T= [POFO, t 1, . . . , tk_.l), then the 
Sets _K K+?i, l 4 l 9 K-t- tk_1, from a partition 7r of S with T (2s a cross-section. If 
t, + m and f, + PI are in the same class of ‘0, sa;r K+ t” then ti + m - & and 
Z,+m--I,EK This implies ~+m--t,-(t~+m.-4).-t;-~ ta(K)ns(Tj. Heno: 
t, - f, = 0 and i =z jq which shows that T is a perfect Itranskersal. 
w 2.6. & = (0,2,4}~{0,5,6.11}. Tk folk G.ng boards show two perfect 
p&rtitions nl, V, of the: set S = (0, 1, . . . , 11) admitting T =(O, $6, 1 l} as a 
pe:rkxt transverc;:l. The columns of the boards are the classes of v1 and 7~~ 
respectively. 
Cl 5 6 11 0 5 6 11 
(n,‘l u 7 8 1 (7rJ 2 3 8 7 
4 9 10 3 3 1 10 9 
Note that the classes of (7$ do ilct r?fIect the way elemc:nts factorize in X12. 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 that the y-question is equival- 
ent to the following problems 
(i) find all factorizati0ns K@ ; _ 83,f Z, ; 
(ii) for a given fnct v T of 25, tind all perfect part2io.x with T as a plxfect 
transversal. 
Even (i) i: an unsolved probkm ?‘he mntributklns to tl’lls problem include 
papers by I-k j&. [6], Red&i t 181, De Bruijil [3], Sar?ds [2(!. 2’. , 221. Translated in 
terms of polo nomial exponerIts, tk factorization problem 2, is equivalent o the 
problem of finding ali polyri\mia.s k(xj and t(x) with co&:ients 0, 1 such ;:hat 
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3. Prefix codes C w!tb M(r?) a small moasoid 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the r:ree representation of a 
prefix code and of the miltial automaton ‘)I(p) retzognizing C* (see [ 10, 
Intsodzction]). The set of states of %[C?) is taken to be S = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) and 
in the action of A* on S, we always assume that C* is the stabilizer of 9. 
Jxt us add to the general y-question of Section 2 the further rc.quirement r.hat 
tk pair of transformations x, y generate the syntactic monoid of C* (isomorphic 
to the transition monoid of ‘?I(C*)) with C a #inite prefix code, and C* the 
sta.bilizer t ? 0. We call this 1;pecialized problen I the y-questiort 
K the class 
ojOmodKery, T=Imy,andT=n- T. l3zn K and T form a fb c’orizntion of the 
set S={O, I,..., n-l). 
Roof. Since y is in a maximal subgroup of the monoid AN’*). y induc.:s ;1 
pWmutation on T = Im y. Due to the finiteness ot C, which imposes iy > i if iy f 0. 
this permutation is a cyl:le (0, c,, tz. . . . , tk _ J with OC c, < t, *< . . . < rk _ , . For 
e.very a E K, we have Oy = a): = t, > a. Hence Tor every u E K. and t E 7’i t# 0. 
Da. Letting K={a,=O,a,, . . . _ al__,}. T={r,=O. t,, . . .,f,J. we have Z,, = 
K@ T by Prtiposition 2.5. Hence, ai - t, = ai.- ti’ implies a, - a,. = t, - I, E 
6(A) f3 6(T) = {0), which yieEds i = i’, j == j’. Thus tht: kl = II differences 
ai - ti (US i < k, 0~ j < I) are distinct integers mod n, showing Z,, = K @ -7;. For 
every X&K, Xzaj+(tl- Ai) for some i, j, 0 < i < k. Osj< 1. We have seen above 
t ;lat iZj - ti C 0 in case i# 0. Consequently O< a, t (n - ti) c n ancl the factorization 
x = aj +(:/t - ti) does not need a reduction rno,d n, i.e. Z,, = KG) ‘i’ is a factorization 
of the s::t S == (0, 1, . . . , 12 - 11. 
Factorizations of the set S = (0, 1, . . . . n - 1: are equivalent (via esp,:inentq) to 
fc.ctorlzations over N of the cyclotomic polynlJ,mial ( I - _u”)/( ! - .Y) as a product 
k(x)r(x). This problem has been solved by Krasncr :lnd Ranulac [9] and again h:bv 
Carlitz and hloser [I 1. To obtain a factorization of t 1 - x” I/( I - Y 1. take a chain 01 
divisors of M k, 1 k2 ! l - . 1 k, 1 n, write 
1 - cn 1 -_yk, 1 -_+ I - A-” 
_-_--_-=-.-. . .- 
l-x 1-X l-3, 1 -._p/ 
and distribute the factors arbitrarilv into t*,vo polvnomul\ k(.~ I :mci r~ .Y 1. binc 
this result we obtain. 
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Tbemmm 32 If y k 4 oolu~ $0 the y-q- for finite pr& codes, then there 
& a ftizatim (F) (I -- x”)/(l -x) = k(x)r(w) with r(n) = 1 +xbl + . . 9 -t-x’&-1 
mckl rhtt: 
(a) she class of bi mod Xes y .b given by the exponmts of k(x)x’d (0~ i < k); 
(b)~y={n-bk.-l,...,n-61,0); 
<c) y IS Q cyde ml Iin y. 
tT?mvemly, g&m my fipWizatbn (6) of (1 -xn)/( I -x), ?he trmsformatiim y 
di$d 5y (a), (b), (c) ahme is a dution to the y-qzmtion for finirk? prefix codes. 
P~Q& For thz direct part of the proof; (b) follows from Lemma 3.1 and (cj has 
beett mentiMed in t& proof of +he same len; .rsa. It remains to show (a). Keeping 
the notation cf the precedtig proof, for every i (1 G i <: k) we let CT4 be the ciass 
of 6 mod Ker n. By PropoAion 2.5, we hatie [Cnr, + tk_i - n]@T= 2,. We claim 
that this factorization of Z,, is in fact a factorization of S ={0, 1, . . . , n - 1’). The 
polymha] 1 +x~-%-I + l l l + ~~-5 + ~“-5 being a factor of (1 - x”)/(l -x) ir. 
symmetrical, i.e. 
n-t,= (n-tzj+(In-tk-J= l . 0 =(?l-C+1)+(n-t~_i) (lSi<.‘c-‘I). 
Fmhermore, for ail a E Cat, we have ay = ti+t, hence a < hel. It follolm then from 
the pceding inequali~ty 4 + t,_, -t, <PI, -which can also be written 
(a c f&__l - n)+ (n - 4) (: n. ‘I?& estzblishes our claim. From S = (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) = 
K@F=[cat,+t,_, -n]@ i; hollows now 
ah=K+(n-t,_,)=k:+& 
and this proves (a). 
Conversely if (1 --x”)/(l - x) = (1 +x0’ + 9 l . + x+-~)( 1 + xbl + l . 9 + Al), we let 
y be the transformation of S be detitA by (a), (b), (c). Note that for ellery i, 
lGi<k, b,-, +q+ -(bi -b,_, -- l)=n-l-bi+bi_l+l:=n-bi+bi_l. Since 
b,-6,-,- l=a,forsomeO~j<Tweobtain 
b2_1+a~-l-~-n--ji-cIl,_.,. 
Using 4-j = bi_, j- h-i and aI __ , = cpi + al-j._ 1, the preceding equality becomes 
bi-l+4-i+Ul_j_,=s.-~‘i +I?i-*m 
T~US n-bk_i z bi +q-j_,. By :a?., this shows that n-h-i is in the class of 
bj nmcl Kcr y, and (b), (c) impI> that this class is mapped by y onto n - b,, + 1. 
From q_l+h_.,<n we deduce Q~._~+&+&-~-~*:Pz, herrce al_,+b,Cn-b,:+,. 
As q_. 1 + hi is the largest elemeg: in the class of bi tllOd Ker y, thit; proves sy 3= s or 
sy = 0 for every s k: S. Thus &he cxk C with M(c) generated by x, y is finitt: and 
:G is a jolutiorl to the y-qluesrioc for finite prefix codes. 
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Codary 3.3. The solution to the y-questioit fnt finite prefix codes me in bijection 
wit4 chains kl 1 k2 1 l l l 1 kN 1 n of divisors of n. The transfijlmltion y correspmding 
to the factorization of (1 - x”)/( 1 - x) into 
Xkl-1 X&--l ~(x)z--__. . . and r(x) 
xs-I+-1 =--. . . 
x-l x$-l xk -Ix%-1 
is such that the class of 0 mod Ker y is given by the exponents in I;ix), while Im y 
is given by the complements to n of the exvonents :v r\ x). 
Note that k, might be 1 in which case the first factor of k(x) is (xs - 1 )/(x4 - 1) 
and the first factor of r(x) is (x 4 - 1)/(x -- 1). Also, the extreme cases ( I 1 n ) and 
(n) correspond to the factorizations k(x) = 1, r(x) = (x” - 1)/(x - 1) and k(x) = 
( xn-‘)/(x - 1 ), r(x) = 1 respectively. 
Emmple 3.4. We take n - 24. The sequence (1 12 14 1 12 124) gives 
k(x) x4 -1 x2”-1 =-. -= 1 +x2+x’2+x’4. r(x) X2 -1 p-1 =-.- 
x2-l x’2--l x-l P-1 
= 1 +x+x”-txs +x-A”. 
131315 461618 571719 8102022 9112123‘ 
0 1 - 16 19 20 23 
The chain of divisors k, 1 k2 1 - . l 1 kN 1 n determines completely the code C as 
well as M(c). An inductive process to cbtain C consists in formin): altern::tively 
polynomials in the non-commuting variables x, y 
Xkl - 1 
k 
[p(x, y)- I]+ 1 and [AX, y#Jk 
x 1-I - 1 
starting with 
‘O(” ‘)= 
x+Y if k+l, 
(x-~-y)% if k, = 1. 
The last polynomial obtained has the code C as a support. .4s an ;Ilustr;ltion the 
code of Example 3.4 is the support of 
x24- 1 x24- 1  12 -1 N x -l 
--[(x+y)2- l]+ 1 
I 3 --1 1 el. 
The zodes C over alphabets having more than two letters are bas tally tht: c;amc 
(replace x and y above by r xi and 1 yi). Indeed. the main rest-It ,d the next 
section shows that M(P) can only have one generator of a given rank. 
Thus. we have 
Is completclbr detetmid by a chain of di&om of rt, where n is the number of stats 
of the minimal autom2tm recognizing C? 
Let C be the xx of all chains s& = (k, 1 k2 1 l l m 1 kM 1 n) of d?ri.sors of n. We 
assumen=kM+,andk,P~+If~i=1,2,..., N, except fm this chain (n) which is 
also considered a mt,+er of 2. Define a relation 2 on 2 as follows: 
With sk =(k,)k,(*D~Ik,ln),s,;=(I,IZpIg”)~~In)w~w~tes~bs~ if A:[=(n), 
or if for every integer j such that 1 G 2j 5 IV+ i I here exists i I < 2i s M+ 1 such 
that 
hi-1 I f2/-I  12, i k*i 
the first and last divisibility sy2&0is being nonstrizt (i.e. we Gght have k,i-l= 
12 i-1 or It, = kzl). 
.Q simpie verification shows that 21’ defines a partial order on Z: anti that (1 I n) 
[mp. (PI)] is a universa’My maximlaI [resp. nsnimalj eiement in C. As v.suaE, we 
write sk > sl if sk 2 sf and if the chrli;-A sk, sn are distinct. 
D&i&m 4.L Let s,,=(l I n)>s,:w*> l l 4 > s, be a decreasing sequence of 
chains of divisors of n. ‘We define the monoid M&, sl, . . . , s,) as the trm sfor- 
n&m momid on the set S=(@ t ,..., n-l} generated by x,yl,y2,.. .,y,,, 
where x is the n-cycle ‘_&I,. . . , n - 1) (corresponding to the chain ~0) a11d yi 
(1 G i G m) 5 the transformation corresponding to the chain Si of divisors of vt by 
Corollary 3.3. 
The main result of thi; paper is the following. 
Theurm~ 4.2. Given a finite prefix mde C, if the syntactic monoid Al{(?) is a 
union of groups with a mmtriviai groq of units tkn there exist LIE integm n and a 
decmz.SingSequence So=(1 ]X)>Si>Sz>*.= > s, r~f chains of divisors of n Juch 
that M(c) z A&,, sl, . . . , A,,, ). Cbnverscdy eaery tramformation moltoid 
MS,, Sl, . . . , h) is Q union of gn.mps and the syntactic monoid of a finite pe$x 
code. 
To lxtaiAish the direct part of t!k theorem, by Corollary 3.5 it suffice i to prs3ve 
tnat t Ile monoid generated by :hc rl-cycle x = (0, 1, . . . ,!I - I) and f ~0 other 
transformations y and LI corre .pnnding respectively to the chilins 5:, = 
(k, I k2 I l 9 . f k,, I 72) and Jo == (1, 1 l2 1 l l I ZN 1 12 ) is a union of groups if a ~4 only 8 
sl: and sl are comparable *Jnder 2. Otserving that thL: monoid generated by X, v, z 
is the same as the monoid generated by x, y:ri, zxj for any integers i, j we might 
9:,sime :Ihat y and z above . tre stricI factorization mappings of s = 
jr’, 1 . - . . . n - 1) in the fcrllowing ‘5e58e: 
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DeWoIl 4.3. A transformation y oi the set S = (0, 1, . . . , n} is called a fncroriz- 
ation maPFing [resp. a strict f’wctoriration mapping] if there exisls L, = K@ T 
[resp. S == .K@ Ip1 such that for every m, 0 s m c n, we have YVI)I E T, and nr q = 
k+m!~ for some kE K. 
In Gew of Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, a proof of Theorem 4.2 will foll~~w 
from an answer to the question: C%en too strict fscrorization mappings y, L’ when 
are yx’z and zx’y factorization mappingc; for ever:) i, j EN? 
Lerrmra 4.4. lf the composite of two strict factorization YWppingS is a factor;zatian 
mapping. then it is strict. 
.Proof. Assume y and z are strict factorizatic n mapp:ngs corresponding to !i .= 
.K@ T and S = L@ H respecti\lely. For ever) m E S. m = k + t and my = I nit h 
k~ K, tET. Writing t = I + r, I E L, r E R we obtain myz = tr = r. The mappings j 
and z being strict, we have r G t G M. The factlGzation of Z, corresponding to !lz 
gives m= (m - r) + I’ (mod n). Since OS m - r< m, OS r s VI. this factorization is 
indeed a factorization of S and yz is strict. 
If y is a strict factorization ml. pping, there are two polynomials p, (I Glh 
coefficients 0, 1 such that P(x)q!x) = (I- Y )/( 1 -X). The exponents of P(X) give 
the class of 0 mod Ker y and those of q(x) give Im y. We shall write y = (P. q). In 
the next lemma the notation f, fTfZ is used to indicate the Hadamard producl of 
the two polynomials f, n f2. 
L~RUM 4.5, If y = (p,, q,), z == (pZ, qZ) and yz are strict factorizution mappirlgs. 
then (i) 4.17 p2 dioides ql; (ii) thz supped of q,/(q, n p2) is rontained in the sup~wr 
of q2; W yz = [pAq, n p2Jr 4Jh n p,)]. 
P’roo!L The class of 0 mod Ker yz is given by the exponen:s of p, (q, fl p?). Hence 
PI@, n P2)f = ( 1 -x")/(l -x)= p,ql for some polynomial f It follows (4, n p2)f = 
cl, showing (i). Property (ii) follows from the inclusion It,l yz E Im z, and (iiir is 
obvious. 
A number of elementary remarks on divisors of (x” - I )/(x - 1) will clarify the 
steps followed in proving Theorem 3.2. In the product 
xs- 1 XL-l -- . . . 
Xk’-- 1 XL,- 1 
the most general exponents is a,k, +cx_&+. . * + CY~,-JL~-, with Osa, ,L, , < 
k 2P for every P, 1 < P G i; tk highest exponent is II, = & - k , + k , - 
k,+-m.+k,, -k:,_, arId in 
q,(x) 
XL 1 X4- 1 
=---_-_.-. . . 
Xkl -1 Xkl-1 
the exponent following immediately 11, in ascending order is I&,. ,. Chwq~r~tl! 
in thl: exponent dktributim of q,f.~.) thus ;~rc‘ p;ipr-. \inc*tt. trbr ~‘\\;in~pl~.. :I( 
The next lemma presents the m step of an induction process. It is valid under 
more general conditions (Lemma 4.8). We shall only sketch. the prmf 4 Bf the 
general induction step later, in order to make the idea involved more 
transparent. 
Pmaf. Following the notation of Len~.~a 4.5 we heave y = (p,, ql), z = (p2, q2 1 with 
Let ’ “E the largest integer such that I&i-l s I,. 
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Case 1: k,i-l s 21 C k*im In this case 
*‘1-l *L] 
,ll(x) n.--- = -- . . . 
*%4-l 
x-l Xkl- 1 xL3- 1 ’ q:(x), 
with 
1BY (i) of Lemma 4.5, q{(x) divides (x%1 - l)/(xsi- I - 1) thus 
“-1 
4(x) = ixr 
1-I - 1 
where m is the largest divisor of k,i s I,, and where kz, _ , 1 nl. By condition (ii) of 
Lemma 4.5 the support of (b - 1)/(x” - 1) is contained in the support of u,(x). 
It follows that m is a multiple of I, which forces m = I,. showing kzj _ , 1 I, 1 k?,. 
Suppose 
kzl - I 4 
l+k,,: -I I 
Then 
i-1 s2(r)np,(x)=~~+. . . 
2- 1 
with kzi 1 1: 11: 1 - l l 1 kzi+l and 1: > kzi- Consequently the support of 
q2 
*%a -’ 1 *‘2- 1 
-=-----_.-... 
ci2Pl 
XL 1 XL 1 
is contained in the support of q,(x). But Lhis is impossible since ll, is in the inlen al 
]kli, kzi+l[ and none of the exponents of q,(x) are. This contradiction shows 
b-1 
12 s k2i : + li-T-- 
Then ql(x)np2(x) has a factor of the form 
x*1 - 1 x%1 - 1 
.Y 
x%,+-l xi?- 1 
with 12 1 ksi 1 k2i and I:2i -1 1 I, I I, I k2i- 
Case 2: k2i s 1, < kzi+,m Considering +(x 1 n p, (x 1, the polynomial 
r(x) =- XIAnXkl-l -. . 
xk’2 .I - 1 
x” - 1 x -- 1 .-p k X ?I -1 
is a divisor of (~‘2 - 1 j/(x ‘1 - I). Thus there is a sequence I, 1 111, 1 m2 1 - - - 1 HI, I I, 
(eventually m, = I, or m, q = I,) such that 
x”- 1 f?- 1 
p,,., - 1 X”” - 1 _\.“I, - 1 p __ 1 
_P -... =-------.------_.. - .--- 
21-l x-l Xk-+- I x!, _ 1 y. _- 1 _v’T - 1 . 
w&ch is impossible. Conseqllentiy, r{x) = (x(2-- l)/(x’l- I), with either (a) I+ 
Fzr cl cJr (b) 12 .< ku+z. We &;al! show that without loss of generality we .may 
-16: -(a) hoI&. Indeed, ,if (b). holds, there might be sevaal suers of I2 in 
the ifMlWl [kz, k2,+11 
If &,-I is the last smsor with odd index in this interv& then studying 
as above, leads to two cases with l2 replaced by I,j and, in the rest of the proof, I, 
replaced by lzj-1. If I:b) hoods and there are no su~~sors of I2 in the interval 
[kzl, k21+,], then we show that i3 cannot be in an interval [kz,+,, kz,+J. For 
examplle &h the distribution 
k2r 4 17 kzr+a 
-t 
I I 
I I i :- 
I B 
we have 
x%-l X&-l P-1 
%(x) n PM =rlrl_l ’ l ’ +_, _ 1 l x’ l ’ . 
. 
with kzi+, ! r 1 s 1 kzi+ It follows that the support of the polynonual (xr - 
1 j/(+ I- 1) is contained in the support of 
which is 
JC’l- 1 h- 1 
(-&*)=___ l - . . . 
x4-l XL1 ’ 
impossible. Thus we have the distribution 
L.2 II 1. ,- b,i.cl kq t2 1.x i 1 4 kz!+3 
-t+--+-----+-i---+----t---+-- 
Unless w replace II, I2 in tlrc. discussion above by approp. iate Izj__1 ancj I,, we 
lnay assume that all pairs L, _ ;. I,j are contained in intervals [L,, k2,, ,I, and 
qi(XJ n plIx) = q2(x). ‘Then the trdnsforrnation zy is a strict factorization mapping 
defined by 
(Lemma 4.5 (iii)), i.e. ry has ra Ik 1. However taking j = kzi+, - I, + C, and ‘orning 
zx’p me obtain a transforma! ion of rank H (there exist sl. s2 E S su sh that 
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SlZ=O, SZZ = &-Z,; SlZX’ = k2i-+-l_ZZ+ I, l : kai+l, S2tXi = kzi+l; hence S,ZX’Y < 
k,,,, and ~~2x5~ = kzi+,). This contradicts the hypothesis that x, y, z generate a 
union of groups which in particular implies rank ry = rank zxjy. This brings us 
back to r(x) = (x4 - 1)/(x11 - 1) with I2 2 k2, +,. The situation is: 
1, 
I I 7’: -a--L- 
The polynomial q,(x) n p2(x) is divisible by 
but not 
X$-l p2, -I 
-. . .P 
Xkl- 1 X’S‘- I 
by any polynomial 
Consequently, the first facta)r of q&q, n pJ is precisely of Iht: form (A’.* - 
l)/(xkz+l - 1). By Lemmit 4.5 (ii), the monomial xk-1-1 is in q:(x). ht:ncc: li, _, is it 
multiple of I,. The elements of S mapped by y onto elements 
are all mapped onto 0 b!r z, since IG~ s I,. The largest of thfz elements ( :k ) ic 
to=(k2-kl)+(kq-k3)+ l n n +(k,i-k,i_1). ‘Ni;h j=l,--(li,-k,)-. . . --auk,, - 
kzi_l), we form yxjz and claim that rank yx’:: z rank yt. Tc, establish our &im. 
we note that (k,-k,)+. l l +(kzi - kzi_, j E I!n y is mapped onto I, b)~/ yr”z. and WC 
prove thz,t if t E Im y. t# to is such that t + j is in the class of 0 of Ker z. t hvn ’ itself 
was already in the class of 0 of Ker z. We have 
t=a,k,+. l 9 fa,i_,k~i_l+a~i+,k2,_,+. *. +~~,._,k,,,,m 
r+i=[m,k,+- ‘+a2i-,k,,-,+i]+a,;,,k,i+,+ *.. +c~zqz,k>\m,- 
Assume t+j=&+&Iz+ l - m +&I’~. Then, aI< remainder of the divisior, of t + j 
by I, we have &=a,k, +- . + (Yzi- ,k,i_ I + i (these are the two expressior,s of the 
remainder arising from Fhe 1~13 expression:. of t + j: thcr fact thal I, 1 k I . , . 
established above, is used her(:). It follows 
and t = ph+/i1212+ l - - t-P,lr with p:, = p,, - j. ‘This \hows that I ib in rhcl CI;IW %lf o 
of Ker z and also rank >xir 3: JZ, cl>ntradIctir,g the hypothf>si> that y. X. :’ ~en~~t~ 
a union of groups. Thc~refore. only Ca x I i5 pcssihle. an,: thi5 e! tA443 llk~ 
lemma. 
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kxk We pave by induction 0u i that for every I, 162j<N+l, there exists a 
N& tht &, 1 A&I 1 jgj 1 &i* The cae j=‘l has btien proved in Lemma 4.7, 
I~SSU~X the result is true for all jg m, and k,i_1 1 1: m_l 1 lZm 1 kzi for some i: 
h-1 b?l-I b?n ‘a 
Iff Ln+1 <: k21, then p rmeding as in Ca(;e I of the pi-oof of Lemma 4,7 one 
shows /z* L’1 Z2m+2 1 kzP The proof is exactly the same as before, replacing I, by 
1 .?m+l l Similarly if klf s /zm+, < kzl+*, proceeding exactly as in Case 2 of the proof 
of Lemma 4.7 we contradict he fact that x, y and z generate a union of groups. 
Hence w#: may assume C:zi+> =G Izrn+l. Letting j be the largest integer such that 
k y+lS [2Pn. .1-n then as in Gse 1 of Lemma 2.7 we obtain kat+, 112,,,+, I i2m+2 I k2j+2. 
II! ia cases /2m_p, satisfies the required property and, q < tik. 
PrsOt of Theorcmr 4,2. Let C be a finite prefix code, CC A*. If M(C’:) is a union 
of groups with a nontrivial group of units, then letters of A define transformations 
on the set S of states of %(cdF) which are x = (0, 1, . . , n - 1) and yl, y,, . . . , y, 
corresponding to the chains sl, s2, . . . , s,,, of divisors of y1 (Corollary 3.3). Jf we 
assume that the trans1ormations yl, y2, . . . , y, are distinct, then by Lemma 4.3, 
there is only OII e transformation of a given rank and s1 > s2 z l . l > sm. Hence 
M(P) = M(s,, !:I, . . . , k), proving the direct part. To prove the converse it 
stices to show that M(s,, sl, . . . , sm) in a union of g-oups. A simple computation 
shows that the transformation y and z satisfying the lzonditions of Lemma 4.8 are 
idempotents satisfying yz = ;:y = 2. It foilows that the elements of 
MS,, s1, * m l 9 s, 1 calt be written as products of the form 
We prcbvz by induction on k that all pioducts of the form (*) are in subgroups of 
M&, $1,. - *, s,,,), or equivalently that wRw2. Consider 
(V~‘)2 = !ji,Xm2yi2 . ’ ’ Xrn’yicX~~~~i1Xlt12yi2 ’ ” n Xmk”Yi, , = f*yl+, 
v 
with t’= yi,X%yi, l 0 l Y&X”’ k+*. The induction hypothesi, gives t%t* ;lence ~9’ and 
W’ = tyi~+,C5?t2yi,,, = ( w’J2- Bu; in a finite monoid w’.~?(w’)~ is equivalent to 
w’X( WV. In casz y,, Y,~. , = yI , *a dual a~ ;umznt (wrire (w’)’ = y , ?I gives the same 
result. Finally. from XN+?M MC deduce \v’xw’~~ w’!‘Bw’ and then (srr~‘?%x~‘. 
which j ields (xw’ “- J?.uI-‘. SimrMy C&x)’ ~fk.Y.This implies that for w”= x”‘w’x”‘~~~ 
WC alw have ( w’ i’ hd’. conr,deting the proof. 
We conclude thk section b> two remxks: 
(I) .4 small m Il)noid generated by x == (0, 1. . . . , n - 1) and an indempotent v 
corresponding tcl a chain c f divisors of n ratisfies 9 = %! if and onl!l if y 
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corresponds to the chaicn (1 1 k ! n). Consequently if the sy,itactic monoid M of a 
finite preiix code has a non-trivial group of units and satisfies 9 = 9 the sequence 
of c’hains 60, S,, I . . , sm defining M is such th&t s, =( 1 1 k, 1 :r) with 
k, 1 k_L 1 l l l 1 kl ! n. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2. Another proof of 
this is given in [lo, Proposition 1.41. It has been shown that in this case all 
maximal suSgroups of ‘M are cyclic. 
(2) In general, even I’or small monoids, the maxirnal subgroups of the syntactic 
monoids of finite prefix codes are not cyclic. For example, with .Y = (0. I. . . . , 23 1 
and y the idempotent c:orresponding to the chain (2 [ 4 I 12 1241, we have Im y = 
{0 2 12, M), yx" y induces (0,2) ( ! 2, 14) on lm y, and yr “‘y induces the -I-cycle 
(0: 2: 12. IJ). The maximal subgroup of y is in fact the dihedral group D,. 
A cod:: C' on the alptnabet A decomposes over a code D if Cc D*. C is called 
indecomposable if C G D”’ implies t) = C or D = A. Suppose B and D are codes 
on the Alphabets Y arnd .A respectively, and there exists a bijection up :D-, Y. 
Then rp e,.tends to a unique isomorphism $ : D*+ I”! The composite of B over 
D by y, Idenoted B@,D is the code defined by B@,D=:{wE D”:@(wkB) and 
cp is calle:d the encoding of Y on D. A code C decf)mposes over D if and only if 
C= BQB,,D for some code B over an alphabet in bijection with D. It is 
well-ktlllurn that eveci finite complete prefix code is d composite of a finite 
number ot’ romplete prefix indecomposable ones. We denote by C, @DC,@ l - - @ 
C,,, the wae C,@[C’$20(C3@~ l l @C,)]. 
To obtain decompositions of a prefix code C one may proceed as follows: For 
every congruence 8 on the minimal automaton \!I(C*I recognizing C’. let 
Me ( so) = { w E A * : so wt&,}, where sn denotes the initial ancl terminal state of 
‘?I( C”). A simple verification shows that the submonoid M&r of A* is generated 
by a prefix code MH (so) = C$. As C G MO (s,,). C’ decomposes over Co. C = 
C% Ce. A remarkable property of finite complete prefix codes is the fact that all 
thd:ir decomplDsition_. c are obtainable through congruences on minimal automata 
(see [ Ill). Furthermore, if C - C”@C,, then ?!I( C$? is isomorphic to tile quotient 
?l(C*)/@ and %(Ce,“) is the automaton induced by the free monoid M,,(s,,) on the 
class of ;,,mod 8 (se? [l.S Chapter 5. 1.21). We use thsss rc\ults to Jctic~nlp~~~~* 
successively the codes C(k, 1 k, 1 - . - 1 k, I n) (codes C 5Lc-h that AI! C’ 1 is LI \rnLtll 
monoid defined by an \I-cycle ant: a t ransformaiion defined by k , 1 k: 1 - . - ! A, 1 111 
and the code> C(s:,%l > - > s,,, I (code\ C clich that AIt ,-“I k 411 $8,. 
5,. . . .s,,H. 
I&$* on the set S=(O,l,...,n- ‘I) :ti stated of the mininkal aaatomaton 2l
req@&g C(k, ] &+ ! l l .’ 1 ikN 1 n) detie 61 by i&G if i = j (moA m). ‘ihcn tl is a 
mgruence on % and the action of element!; of A on ‘8/e is gken by the n-cycle 
jr==(O,l,..., n - 1) m,i y’ define by the r+?ain (k., 1 k2 1 9 l . 1 I+,,_ I 1 kN). To justify 
the last assertion it sufks to observe rhat when .redacing mod m the ewnents 
in the fa,ctorktion 
y-1 
( 
p1-1 &3-l 
)( 
J-S- 1 XL 1 
m-z Y-.-C.. ---.I---... 
n-3 x-l X4-1 Xk, -’ 1 &3 -- 1 ) 
we crbtti the factwizal:ion of the cyclotomic polynomial .(x”’ - 1)/(x - 1) colrres- 
pending to the &Lain I k, 1 kz ! l - l i kN 1 m) of divisors of m. From the results 
menGoned above Q(k, 1 k2 1 l l l 1 &N 1 n) := C”@C, = Ce@C,(k, 1 k2 I l . 9 1 kN 1 m). 
Furthemlre. 4?nt=nts ~4 C? corresponding to xm act on the class of 0 module 0 
as ttpe (dm)-cycle (0, no 272,. . . , 
distinguish two casss. 
Ca} N is even. The class of 0 
pd~C:OIIlid 
n - m:L &x4xning other elements of C@ we 
mod Ker y is given by the exponents of the 
-.UIm.. .P 
x-l xk’-1 Xb-1’ 
We nlote that all the multiples of m are in the class of 0 mod Ker y ; hence 
m2m,...,n-m do not appear in Im y. In fact, m s n - kNb 
n-k3,+k,,,-kN_2 t s l l f k,, this last nrmixr being the smallest if0 in Im y. It 
follows that if a generator y of M&,j ooo,tains at least one occurrence of y when 
exprased over A, then Oq = my = (2m)y = = l l = (n -m)y =O. Consequently 
C? = (P&2). 
(b) N is odd. The situation is reversed ff)r Im y Imntains now all the multiples 
of m. If w E A* is such that Ow = 0, tLe:l there is a factorization of W, say 
w=wlw2”’ :v4 with OwI=m, mw,==Zm,...,(n-m)w,=O. Hence any 
generator y CPC M&-J acts as the cycle (0, m, 2m, . . . , n - m) on the multiples of 
m. and in this case Ce = (11 n/m). 
Letting m = kN in the preceding lemma, an indu&on on .!cN gives: 
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Together with Theorem 4.2 we obtain ultimately 
C~polky 5.3. Any finite prejix code C(sO> s1 > s+ - - l 9 s,,) whose syrttactic 
monoid Is a udon of groups with nontrivial group of units is decomposable into a 
product of codes of the form C(1 1 p) (group codes) and C(q) (eiernentacp syr; -
chrorked codes) where p and q are prime numbers. 
As observed in [lo, Section ~11, it follows that the monoids M(s”, s,. . . . , ?:,I ) can 
be obtained as transformation monoids by a succession of extensions by groups of 
prime.: order or by group-reset monoids corresponding to the codes C(q). 
Th : methods Ised by Perrin in [ 12, 131 to study cIBdes c’ such th:it MC”) is a 
uniorl of groups with trivial goups of units (in particular comFPetely :;imple 
semigroups with an identity adjoined) are based on the constructib)n of ergodic 
representations of .he monoid,; M(C”). The indecomposable code-. of this type 
are much more difficult to obtain. Other connections between1 cyclotlDmic pdyno- 
mials and prefix codes have also been discovered by Restive [I 91. 
Part of this work was done while the author enjoyed the hoqzitalitv 4 the 
Institut de Pro;l;rammation, Universit6 Pierre et Marie Curie, Pa% Franx I 
especic lly wish to thank D. Pen-in for stimulating suggestions. 
The results contained in this paper have been presented at the S:.rmposium on 
SemigrY>ups held at the University of St. Andrews, Scotland in March-April 19X. 
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